
MINI HUGO 

A. My Idea 

1. Product : 

 

 

HUGO NEW GENERATION CONTEST 



This product is the perfume with the small size and many variant. The liquid of perfume is 

made with nano technology, so the aroma be strong and smelt in a long time.  

In one box or case of it there are three of small perfume. It makes them easier to 

bring and more interesting. In one case the customers get three small perfumes with the 

same variant, or three perfume with three variant. They will be happier and more 

interested. 

The Prize of one case can be same or more expensive with other perfumes. So 

HUGO can get money and get customers absolutely. 

 

2. How to Package : 

We make the package of this Mini Hugo with small size same as its name. It will 

make every young man and woman feel easier when bring it. Because now young peoples 

don’t like everything that’s not simple. They like simpler, flatter, smaller, so give them proud 

when use it. So we give an interest in the package. 

- Men :  

For the men we give design like a lighter. This form will make every man like to bring it, 

and use it everywhere they go. Because it shows them young, brave and modist. 

 

- Women : 

For the women we give design like a lipstick. But when they switch it there is a sprayer. 

This form will make every woman feel elegant and soft. Because the perfume is small, 

and the smell is luxurious. 

They can bring this perfume easily in their handbag, their case, or their pocket. 

 

  



3. How to Use : 

This the nano technology perfume, so if we don’t have many time for spraying this 

perfume in the morning before we go, we can spray it inside our wardrobe in the night so 

the particles of perfume will be seminated and we can directly use our clothes in the 

morning. Because we have two types of customer. First, that want to be fragrance but lazy, 

and that very love with their body so they will spray themselve everytime they can. 

Then, when we want to bring this. We just open the case, take one, and keep others 

in our room. When woman want to use it, hold it by one hand, switch upper by another 

hand like open the lipstick, and then spray it, so easy. Then switch back, and put in the hand 

bag. 

 

When man want to use it, hold it by one hand, open the shutter by thumb like open 

the lighter, and then spray it, easier. After used close the shutter by thumb, then get in the 

pocket. And the aroma will be smelled nice.  
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4. Problem and Solution : 

If we look the young people now the have general characters ; 

 Woman : Want to look elegant and smart 

 Man  : Want to look sporty and smart 

 So, we have made them look so sporty and elegant, now make them smart. 

 We give them knowledge,we get their attention by make a small library. We make it 

in every HUGO store. Because young people, especially men generally shame with the 

perfume store because it sounds like women work, but the fact they want. So this how we 

make them feel comfort. We make them look smarter. 

 In HUGO Library we get so many kind about perfume. We give them knowledge  

- All about HUGO 

- HUGO history 

- HUGO achievement  

- Impact of smelling perfume 

- How to HUGO produce the perfume 

- What the benefit of plants that containt in HUGO perfume 

- The benefit for Health, example: Like Lemon that containt in HUGO can give more 

energy, relaxation, and increase our memory and focus in mind. Or cinnamons that give 

immunity, etc. 

- Perfume Sample that free for tried. 

- HUGO Catalog 

So they will out with very big smile, perfume in hands, and will for coming back to HUGO in 

another time. 

 

  
 Look ! 

This what i need,  
its smell is good 
for my health 

WELL,  
LET’S CHECK IT THERE 

“HUGO LIBRARY” 



5. How to Sell : 

So after we get their insterest we will get they trust. Then, we make new version of 

catalog. In there we put number in every perfume in range 1-10 that shows its aroma. We 

give surveys for every perfume with ten people that competence about perfume, than they 

give number. Example, It is like : 

Sweet Aroma  : 7,2 

Grape Aroma  : 8 

Alcohol when smelt : 3,4 

and etc. Of course this all only the example. 

 So, when we have had their trust, they will still buy HUGO product although they are 

busy, lazy for going out, or etc. by seeing HUGO digital catalog. They will not make mistake 

or regret when the perfume arrived, because they have trusted and they have compared the 

survey number with their last HUGO perfume. 

So, HUGO get money and customers in Store and OnLine store. 

 

6. The Impact and Benefits : 

a. Impact 

- For HUGO  : HUGO must spend a lot of money for this, make new product, build  

      the library, and make a surveys. 

- For Customers : So much young people will buy this perfume because its so simple 

 and easy to bring. But, there will be too customer that buy one box 

perfume devide for three people, his brother or his sister. But 

absolutely too, not all people because its a Premium Perfume and 

luxurious stuff so people will feel suffer for deviding and they will 

buy again because its a strong perfume with the smooth and 

elegant aroma. 

 

b. Benefit 

- For HUGO  : HUGO can keep the quality and customers fo 10 years or more.  

  And absolutely, it will increase income and people’s trust. 

- For Customers : They will get so many new experience. They will be more elegant, 

fragrant, and get their self confidence. 

 

 



 

 

B. About My Idea 

Where does your inspiration come from ? 

My inspiration come from my self. I get this idea when i feel that i’m so lazy to look 

out or go to the perfume store, because I don’t know what will I do there and how to start. So i 

think that will be fun if there is a perfume that very simple and easy to get. I think it’s OK to buy 

perfume with expensive prize if the aroma can stay in a long time than perfume with the 

standard prize but just smells good in first time. Because i’m the man that oftenly forget to 

spray my perfume before i go. Especially when i go to the college. And If i remember, i spray it 

in my home, well when i arrived the aroma has gone. 

 I think it is what all the young man want to find. Something simple, have a long 

aroma (strong), elegant, smooth, with the nice store so i will love to come than before. 

 

What problems do you want to solve ? 

  I want to solve the problem that perfume is so far from young people. I think 

perfume can keep the spirit to work, to make so many creation, make a relation better. So it 

must suitable for man and woman that have so many activity. To make it great this the 

inovation, because Simpler is More Elegant. So get it by better form, better trust, and better 

service. 


